Windsurf Courses
Beginner Courses
Hourly Rate
Beginner

Duration

Pre-requistes

1 hour

No pre-requisites
No pre-requisites

Beginner Full Course

Beginner Intro Course
4 hrs

Kids Full Course

No pre-requisites

Kids from 6 y.o. until 14
years old
8 hrs

Kids Into Course

Kids from 6 y.o. until 14
years old
4 hrs

Hourly Rate Beginner

Advanced tuition
- Refresher course
- Hook in your harness
- Planning & footstraps
- Jibe course
- Chop hop
- Forward Loop
Hydrofoil Lesson
- Wave riding
Windsurf clinics

Private

Group up to 4 people

50€

35€

360€

230€

190€

120€

340€

220€

180€

120€

Give it a go! Check what windsurfing is and if it suits you book your next full course!!

8hrs + 2hrs free
rental

Advanced Courses

Description

Duration
1 hour

Pre-requistes
Tack, Jibe Upwind course

2 hrs

Tack, Jibe Upwind course

2 hrs

Planning & Footstraps

2 hrs

Reach your goals!

The complete ‘learn to windsurf’ course, from complete beginner to intermediate level.
During this course you will go from total beginner up to riding with a harness and doing a
water start. To start with, you will get to know the wind direction and sailing theory,
simulation, intro to equipment, safety, board control, windsurfing both directions like in the
4hr beginner course, and you will move on to more advanced techniques such going upwind,
downwind, step jibing, entering and exiting at the same point, advanced free sailing, beach
start, intro to harness. (2h/day)
During this course you will take your first exciting steps into the windsurfing world. You will
get to know all about thewind direction and sailing theory, windsurfing equipment and how it
works through our simulator. Further on, you will learn how to steer the board and sail, turn
both ways (jibe and tack), and free sailing. You are able to finish the Intro course in 2 days.
Jump on board! (2h/day)
Kids are the future. And they are really fun to teach! Our team is appropriately certified and
experienced in giving kids lessons. We use special equipment only for kids. Note: kids lessons
usually progress at their own pace, and are restricted by factors such as wind conditions, age
of the student etc. We try to keep the lesson fun, and never push it beyond the kids comfort
zone. (1h/day)
Kids are the future. And they are really fun to teach! Our team is appropriately certified and
experienced in giving kids lessons. We use special equipment only for kids. Note: kids lessons
usually progress at their own pace, and are restricted by factors such as wind conditions, age
of the student etc. We try to keep the lesson fun, and never push it beyond the kids comfort
zone. (1h/day)

Description
Are you stuck at the same level for quite some time? Did you always have the next step in
mind but never managed to do it? Then this course is for you. With our adio helmet teaching
and boost you level to the max!
Are you stuck at the same level for quite some time? Did you always have the next step in
mind but never managed to do it? Then this course is for you.
Choose what you want to work on, set your goals, and lets go. Our experienced and motivated
instructors will use the proper methodology and equipment to make it work. Learn how to
waterstart, get in the footstraps, start planning, learn how to power jibe, chop hop,
speedloop, duck jibe, you name it!

The new hype, the new craze. Hydrofoiling is the new way to experience wind- surfing. Glide
silently above the water in the lightest winds. We teach foiling with the brand new RRD WHFlight 85 Alu foil and a boat support.
Every week we get to do bump and jump clinics,forward clinics, mini downwind- ers, wave
clinics whatever you want to achieve just let us know and we will organize it for you!

Private

Group up to 4 people

70€

50€

140€

100€

180€

60€ with your own equipment 85€ with schools equipment

